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Paying for better health

•
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Counseling Services finds relief
through increased student fee lll~ers
ALESTLE STAFF

With a shortage of full-time therapists in
Counseling Services this past spring semester,
the service, which is funded exclusively
through student fees, is expected to gain more
help in the fall.
Counseling Services Director Andrew
King said the shortage of full-time therapists
has been a challenge.
"I'm supposed to have 8.6 therapists.
There's me, and I'm the director; technically,
I shouldn't be counted as a therapist. I could
have a caseload, but I can't be a full-time therapist," King said. "Right now, I have four
(full-time therapists] and a training program,
but they're part-time and can handle lowseverity cases."
According to King, hiring more therapists to meet the Association for University
and College Counseling Center Directors' recommendation - one full-time therapist for
every 1,500 students - would mean a significant increase in the Student Medical Benefit
Sub-Fee.
The Student Medical Benefit
Sub-Fee falls under the Student
Welfare and Activity Fee, which
' '
funds seven sub-fees, such as the
Campus Recreation Sub-Fee, Student Activities and Organizations
Sub-Fee and Student Government
Sub-Fee.
King said student demand for
Counseling Services comes _in
waves. At the beginning of the semester, fewer students need to use
Counseling Services; however,
during the middle of the semester,
appointments increase.
King said that between May
1, 2013 and April 30, 2014, 735 students
used Counseling Services for a minimum of
4,598 sessions.
Therapists in training will take low severity cases such as family issues, roommate issues or relationship issues. This, according to
King, helps alleviate some demand throughout the year.
Senior biology major Tanya Rediess, of
Highland, said she can attest to how overwhelmed the staff seemed in the spring and
how heavy the demand was.
"I know, for instance, my primary counselor I have had for the past couple years,
there's been a couple times where I had to
cancel an appointment for whatever reason.
When I go to reschedule, it takes about a
month and a half because of her schedule, and
it's nothing she can do. It's not her fault.
They're just overworked," Rediess said.
Rescheduling is not the only time Rediess
said she experienced a wait for the services.
"It took about four to six weeks to get my
intake appointment because it was so booked
up," Rediess said.
Biology graduate student Sara Amirahmadi, of Edwardsville, said she also experienced a similarly long wait for her intake
. appointment.
''They're short staffed because when I initially wanted to talk to someone, it took a
month and a half to two months to actually
get that first appointment," Amirahmadi said.
Rediess said, depending on how high the
increase is, she thinks raising the Student Welfare and Activity Fee or establishing a co-pay
along with the current fee is a good idea.
"You spend more on Kaldi's, on- Starbucks, on cute little pens· that you ultimately
don't need," Rediess said. ''People spend more

evaluate the need for an increase. The process
can take approximately one year to complete.
''We go through a process to determine
the need of the [increased fee]. It goes
through each advisory committee, which has
students, faculty and staff on it. Then it comes
to this office for analysis. Then it goes to Financial Affairs for analysis. Then it goes to the
student government that finally recommends
fee increases," Emmanuel said. "And then that
comes to us, and we take it to the board of
trustees that approves fees."
King said there has been some success
through these processes, and two new positions have opened up within Counseling Services to meet the unique needs of the growing
campus population.
"It's getting better. Instead of me and
four senior staff, we'll have me, four senior
staff and this behavioral incident counselor
who really helps with emergencies, and this
multicultural counselor," King said.
According to Emmanuel, the recent increase to the fee has helped bring in more staff
into Counseling Services, who will be ready
for this fall semester to aid students.
''We were low on staff recently due to a few staff members
leaving, however, we will be fully
We were low on staff recently
staffed again by August and ready
due to a few staff members
to serve students," Emmanuel
said.
leaving, however, we will be
Though there has been an infully staffed again by August
crease in specialized full-time positions, King said opening the
and ready to serve students.
positions meant losing his graduate assistant position.
Narbeth Emm anuel
James Klenke, the associate
Vice Chancellor for Student A ffa irs
vice chancellor for student affairs
and dean of students, s.aid while
Counseling Services is down a
''I think increasing the fee any more could counselor, and Student Affairs along with
be a problem because there's only a small por- Counseling Services is working to relieve this
tion of students using the Counseling Serv- situation, cutting down on student no-shows
ices," Jacobs said. "So, if those -700 or..- may also help.
something students want to use that then they
According to Klenke and Emmanuel, 15
could pay for it themselves, or those students percent of student appointments result in nocan say, 'Take it out of my tuition,' and not shows.
mess with the other students that aren't even
''You take up valuable space for another
using the services."
student who could have used that space,"
There is an order of operations when pro- Klenke said. ''They've been kind enough, up
gram directors propose a fee increase. Vice to this point, not to hold the students acChancellor for Student Affairs Narbeth Em-· countable."
manuel said there are two documents used to
Klenke said there has been discussion beforecast budgetary needs.
tween King, Emmanuel and himself about
"About this time of the year, we will do charging students if they do not show up to
our annual evaluations and our annual report. their appointments.
We'll look at how things went over the last
"[King] has been very reluctant to do that
year. Then we use that kind of report to help because he doesn't want to get into a punitive
us think about the next year," Emmanuel said. mode. If that trend continues, we'll probably
''We also have a five-year planning document. have to look at it," Klenke said. "Other counEach director projects out what they think is seling services do that. We try not to because
going to happen over the next five years in we don't want to penalize students."
their area."
Maintaining the interest of students, afUpon the start of the fall semester, Em- fordability and balancing their needs among a
manuel said, he and the directors review and tight budget is something Emmanuel said he
reevaluate the planning documents to ensure is always considering when making decisions
each department is ready to move forward about the programs he oversees. He said he
with an annual strategic plan.
ultimately wants for the school to harbor all
''We visit that again and ask them if, the resources a student needs during his or her
'[Do] you have any unique or special needs? academic career.
Are you thinking about any significant
''Each generation of students comes with
changes? Do you want to respond to any de- more expectations, more needs, more chalmands?"' Emmanuel said. "Then we take all lenges, and so we have to be thoughtful. We
of that and we create a Student Affairs Strate- have to be sensitive. We have to be caring, and
gic Plan for the next planning cycle. Then we we have to be prudent and be good stewards
take that to the University Planning and of student funds," Emmanuel said.
Budget Counsel."
If a program director said he or she
wanted• to consider raising student fees, EmNews can be reached at news@alestlelive.com
manuel said there is a fee review process to
or 650-3527.

on stupid stuff every day that you don't really
have to have. It's worth the hike in the fee."
Amirahmadi said raising the fee would be
a good idea considering the wait time has
been long and the service is very convenient
to students.
Senior biology major Hank Priester, of
Sherman, who does not use Counseling Services, said he understands he has to pay the fee
for other students who use the service.
''Unless it's very expensive, I think that
the whole student body should pay for those
services so that they can be free for anyone
who needs them, rather than having to charge
them for something that should be free,"
Priester said.
Junior sociology major Sydney Jacobs, of
Chicago, who also has not used Counseling
Services, said paying for the service through
mandatory fees may encourage her to use it
one day, but it is not likely.
"I think I should have a choice if I want
to pay it or not," Jacobs said.
Jacobs said increasing the fee would be an
issue for her.
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5-23-14
An officer took a walk-in report
regarding an employee having
issues with his ex-girlfriend.

Construction on the North Circle Drive and North University Drive started Monday, June 9 to rework the current intersection. According to Facilities Management Director Paul Fuligni, who supervises the construction
project, North Circle Drive will expand, and the current crosswalks will be made into one large crosswalk.
I Photo courtesy of Paul Fuligni

Road construction will make
campus safer to navigate
ALESTLE STAFF

Starting July 25, it will be a bit easier to navigate around campus. Construction is being done
on North Circle Drive and North University
Drive to modify the existing intersection into a
more safe and straightforward driving experience.
Facilities Management Director Paul Fuligni
oversees the construction of this project. Fuligni
said, along with the standard resurfacing of the
pavement being done on the two roads, construction is happening to expand the current intersection.
According to Fuligni, this expansion will affect North Circle Drive and all four lanes of
North University Drive. It will create a new pavement to let drivers heading north from Circle
Drive go immediately left. The construction will
also create dedicated right turn lanes for entering
and leaving North Circle Drive.
"[In the future,] if you want to turn left,
you'll be able to go across what is presently the

median," Fuligni says. "You won't have to go
through a U-turn. We're simplifying that turn."
According to Fuligni, in order to accommodate the new intersection, the sidewalk along
North Circle Drive will be expanded, the
presently placed crosswalks will be removed and
one all-encompassing crosswalk will be made.
"We're going to relocate the crosswalks into
one crosswalk to make it safer for drivers and
pedestrians," Fuligni said.
The section of North Circle Drive being
closed off will be a small inconvenience to drivers, but there are three alternate routes to Lot A
available: Northwest University Drive, Whiteside
Road and South Circle Drive. North University
Drive will still be open during construction.
The construction is expected to take place
from Monday, June 9 to Friday, July 25, weather
permitting.

An officer issued a citation to
Breanna M. Boyer for operating
an uninsured motor vehicle.
Boyer was issued a written
warning issued for speeding 40
mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Circle
Drive at Northwest Entrance
Road.

6-4-14

5-25-14

6-6-14

An Alton security guard called
about a white GMC pickup
truck with a trailer attached,
parked in front of Building 279
at the Alton campus. The guard
believed the truck was own by a
recently fired employee. The
truck departed before an officer
could be dispatched.

An officer issued a citation to
Brittany D. Cooper for speeding
67 mph in a 45 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on New
Poag Road at Bohm School
Road.

5-27-14
An officer issued a citation to
Tara M. Christ for the operation
of an uninsured motor vehicle.
Christ was issued · a written
warning for speeding 39 mph in
a 25 mph speed zone. The offense occurred on South University Drive at University Park
Drive.

Staff reported a disc golf basket
as being stolen. It was subsequently determined that it had
been removed by staff personnel
for repair. The basket was returned to its original position
once it has been repaired.

5-30-14
An officer issued citations to
Craig Rutherford for speeding
62 mph in a 45 mph speed zone
and for driving with a suspended registration. The vehicle
registration was suspended for
,mandatory insurance violation.
The offense occurred on South
University Drive at Stadium
Drive.

(>- 1-1 4

We are always interested in hearing about news in our
community! Submit your news at alestlellve.com.

An officer issued a citation to
Airlia Dansberry for speeding
50 mph in a 25 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on South
University Drive at P2 Road.

An officer issued a citation to
John L. Dixon for speeding 65
mph in a 45 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on Stadium Drive at Whiteside Road.

A police officer responded to
South University Drive at Supporting Services Road regarding
a traffic accident between two
vehicles. No injuries were reported, but partial lane blockage
was reported. Citations were issued to Jennifer L. Cox for failu re to yield to a stop sign,
expired registration and operation of uninsured motor vehicle.

Have a story idea or news tip?

6-3-14

A front desk worker called in a
minor accident between two
SIUE buses in front of Bluff
Hall. No injuries or blockage
were reported, but both vehicles
were damaged. ·

5-28-14
News can be reached at news@alestlelive.com or 6ro
3527,

regarding a traffic accident between two vehicles. There were
no injuries and no road blockage
reported. A citation was issued
to Patience J. Graybill for improper backing.

An officer responded to Hairpin
Drive regarding a traffic accident involving a vehide and a
light post. No injuries were reported.

An officer took a report of theft
of money from the Bank of Edwardsville.
An officer issued a citation to
Carly A. Heath for operating an
uninsured motor vehicle and expired registration. Heath was issued a warning for no driver's
license on her person. The offense occurred on South University Drive at South Circle Drive.

An officer issued a citation to
Dalton J. Baecht for speeding 65
mph in a 45 mph speed zone.
The offense occurred on North
University Drive north of Lewis
Road.

6-7-1 4
A caller reported her bicycle
missing from 427 Cougar Village within the last 24 to 48
hours. Housing said that on
June 5, 2014, they had picked
up leftover bicycles from the
previous semester. The caller
was advised to check with Housing to determine if they had her
bicycle.
Steven D. Janssen was taken
into custody from a traffic stop
at North University Drive at
MRF and transported to the
SIUE
Police Department.
Janssen was arrested for driving
with a suspended license.
Janssen was fingerprinted, photographed
and
processed.
Janssen was issued citations for
speeding 60 mph in a 45 mph
speed wne, driving without insurance and driving while suspended. He was released on a
'notice to appear. A valid passenger took possession of the vehicle.
An officer issued a citation t<.'>
Basil A. Failor for speeding 66
mphTjn a 45 mph speed zone..
the offense occurred· on New,
' ~oag .,.,Road at 'Bohm Sthool
1
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Regular vehicular damage causes worry
Cameras needed in parking lots to stop incidents
In some areas of Co ugar Village, the
parking lots fill quickly, and this has caused
an inconvenience that is costing me in more
ways than one.
I have spent more than a couple
hundreds of dollars on the
damages m y vehicle has
collected in the fall and
Hailey Huffines
Managing Editor

On top of the fi n ancial stress, I h ave
spent h o urs wasting gas to drive to a
qi.echanic to have my car inspected. After
the first three incidents, I stopped paying to
have my vehicle repaired because my parents
and I could not afford it.

Especially near 507-511 Cougar Village
and the surrounding apartment buildings,
the number of spaces do not support the
number of student vehicles present. With
the people who are visiting friends in the
apartments and the vehicles they drive, it is
made that much harder to find a spot.
I have accumulated a series of dents,
scrapes and other damage from careless
students. I have also had trash and cigarette
butts left on my car or shoved into any
possible crevice of my vehicle.
T he blatant disrespect I have received is
aggravating, especially since the vehicle I
d rive is not mine, but m y parents'.
Whether the acts against m y vehicle are
accidently or pu rposely do ne, I am tired of
w lking m 1t to my vehicle and finding a new
scratch or rusted dent. I cannot constantly
supervise my car, and I do no t expect
Campus Police ro babysit m y vehicle either.

I understand that people will be people,
and sometimes there are cruddier ones out
there. However, there can be something
done about these accidents because I know
I am not the only student who has dealt
with this . Cameras need to be installed in
the parking lots in Cougar Village.
Rather than having Campus Police
double up o n patrols, which may or may not
be easy for them , cameras will provide a
quicker solution to these pro blems.
Even having the cameras present and
easily visible might deter some people from
know ingly causing d am age for fear of
getting in trouble. Cameras need to be
installed to prevent situations of this nature
and so m uch more.

Hailey Huffines con be reached at
hhuffines@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.

SIUE will protect.lives starting July 2015
Smoking ban allows students to breathe freely on campus
Effective July 1, 2015 , SIUE will
officially be a smo ke-free campu s. T h is
means no smoking o utside of Peck H all , in
the comfort of the soft grass
of the Stratton Quadrangle,
or in parking lots.
Caitlin Grove
Reporter

At first, it may seem like an unattainable
goal. Since the process of becoming smoke
free is in its early stages, it's hard to say how
exactly this bar:i will be enforced or if it's
even possible. It becomes easy to sit back
and say it's not possible, it's too much work

a1id it wo n't really m ake much o f a
d ifference.
But think back to when other laws were
passed, such as mandatory seatbelt laws o r
even th e recent law banning drive rs from
talking on the phone while driving.
At first, m any people laugh at rules like
these because they think it wo n' t be
enforced , so they see no point having the
law in the fi rst place. But these laws have
saved many lives , and this smoking ban will
have the same effect.
If a person is talking on the phone while
driving, gets into an accident rnd injures
another person, the one on the phone wasn't
the only one affected. In the same way, when
you smoke, you affect everyone around you.
However, Student Government is

cu rrently working to persuade state senators
to add an amend m ent to this law, which
would include creating designated areas o n
campus specifically fo r people to smo ke. It
will be di ffi cult to find just the right places,
but in the end, this solution might make the
most sense and be a middle ground for
everyone.
E ven if the amendment passes, one
thing still stands and that is choosing to
harm yourself, but with this ban in place,
people who didn' t ask to be harmed can
finall y breathe freely.

Caitlin Grove can be reached at
cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

How do you feel about the smoking ban?
Answer our poll at www.alestlelive.com.

Questions or comments regarding this
· section? Contact the Lifes1yles Editor at 6503531 or lifes1yles@alestlelive.com.
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ehiod Oz's cllrtaio:
Students, facuity prepare
to bring the house down
CAITLIN GROVE
A/estle Reporter
The magical land of Emerald
Cit\ 1s coming to SIUE July 16-20
during SIUE's Theater and Dance
Department performance of "The
Wizard of Oz."
According to director Peter
Cocuzza, this play was chosen partial!\' because this year is the 75th a.nni\'crsary of the rnovie's release. In
addition, Ox:uzza said it has been
12 or 13 years since SIUE has put
on this production.
"Like every production, we arc
most excited to do the best work we
can with who's in it, to make an experience for not only th~ actors wh?
arc participating, but tor the audience who's coming to see the shmv,"
Cocuzza said. "We're going to make
everv effort to stay fairly close to
whai: people know in the movie.
T11ere are a lot of creative things, so
that should be fun and challenging."
Cocuzza said there are many interesting cast members in this perfonnance, including flying monkeys
on skateboards.
"It's a mix of SIUE students,
theater and non-theater majors, people from the community, and a
dog," Cocuzza said.
One cast member is involved in
more ways than one. Along with
being technical director and co-designer for this production, Roger
Speidel is also playing the role of the
Tm Man.
Speidel said back in 1990,
when he was in college, he played
the Scarecrow in a production of
"The Wizard of Oz," and this was
his dream role.

''I thought, 'If I were ever in it
again, which role would I sec myself
doing?' I just didn't see myself as
a lion person, so I thought,
'Oh, the Tin Man,"' Speidel
said. ''I grew up on a farm
and there wasn't a whole lot
to do in my spare time
out there, so I acmally
built myself a Tin-Woodman cosnune out of metal smff lying
around.''
Speidel is in the process of creating the cosnunc once again for the
coming performance.
"I love to tinker with sUlff, to
figure out 'How would I do this?
How would I create this? How
would you move in this?"' Speidel
said. 'That became part of the motivation, not just playing the role,
but also talking to the cosUlme center and saying 'Hey, would you
mind if I took this cosmme off of
your plate?"'
According to Speidel, there
were many cl1allenges he faced during the process of creating his cos-

keeping in mind that there's a real
person in it who's not just going to
stand there and look prel:t)~ they
have to move, fall, sing," Speidel
said. "Making sure that it's dw-able
enough to do what it's supposed to
do without coming apart. 111at's another reason why rm glad I built it
because, if something does happen,

I love to tinker with stuff, to
figure out 'How would I do
this? How would I create this?
How would you move in this?

Ulffie.

'The challenge of learning and
being able to maneuver that cosUlme to be able to work with and
perform in [was part of it]," Speidel
said. 'Then it's just a matter of wearing pieces of it to rehearsal, figuring
out what's poking, what's scraping,
what's not working, what can I do
in this thing. Often times with acting, not just in this show but in any
one, the cosUlme can dictate a lot."
Speidel said there ~e m~y
other things that make this design
challenging, including functionality.
"Being able to make it look like
what it's supposed to look like, but

of corn we had to make out of
foam," Lopez said. "A lot of it's
going to be on mming platfom1s. In
the t\vister scene, we had to make
evervthing look like it's being flLmg
off the stage, so there are a whole lot
of little platforms on wheels and a
lot of movement on the set."
Lopez said he is especially excited to paint the backdrops for the
different scenes.

Roger Speidel
Technical director, co-designer, Tin Man
I know how to fix it right away."
Aside from cosUlmes, another
vital element in this production is
the set design, which is in the early
stages of construction.
Sophomore design and technical theater major Jose Lopez, of
Chicago, is a carpenter working in
the scene shop with Speidel. Lopez
said 'The Wiza.rd of Oz" will be full
of little touches that make the story
come to life.
''We've probably got 300 pieces

''We have three full-size drops
that are going to be on rollers,"
Lopez said. ''We'll have a country
background for the first scenes, then
that'll roll up into the ceiling showing you Munchkinland and the yellow brick road, and then that one
will roll up to show the Emerald
City."
Speidel said all of the aspects of
the production are going to make it
a challenge, but he is excited to see
the result.

"I'm looking forward to the
challenge of making 'Wizard' go
smooth," Speidel said. "It's a lot
more scenes and a lot of pieces, and
I'm excited to make it magical."
According to Cocuzza, this
production will be something the
whole family will enjoy.
"If you 're a fan of the movie, a
lot of us grew up with the movie,
then you'll enjoy the production,"
Cocuzza said. ''If you like The Wiza.rd of Oz' when it comes on TY,
then you will like seeing it live. It is
a little bit different of an experience
seeing a performance live."
111is production will be held at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, July 16
through Sanrrday, July 19 and at 2
p.m. Sanrrday, July 19 and Slmday,
July 20 in Dunham Hall Theater.
Adults can attend the show for $15,
and children, SIUE staff and alumni
for $12. SIUE smdents can attend
the show for free with a valid
Cougar ID.
Audience members will also be
given the opportunity to meet the
four main cast members after each
performance in the lobby of Dw1ham Hall.

Caitlin Grove can be reached at
cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3525.

Junior theater performance major Ollvla Foort, of Mount Prospect, (left) dresses the hats that will be worn by
the talking trees In this summer's performance of "The Wizard of Oz." Roger Speidel, technical director, co-designer and Tin Man, (right) creates a template for the brush-up furniture that will be used In an Emerald City
scene In which Dorothy, Scarecrow, Lion and Tin Man get a makeover before meeting the Wizard.

I

Photos by Brian Armea/ Alestle

Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact the Sports Editor at
650-3524 or sports@atesttetive.com
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Juniors La'Derrick Ward (left), Jatavla Wright (top right) and Braxton Klavlns (bottom left) all qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Championships. The three SIUE athletes wlll attempt to become SIUE's first
national champion In track and field.
I Photos by Christian K. Lee

Tbree track aid field at~letes prepare for e1d of ~istoric season
BEN LEVIN
Sports Editor

In 2008, most SIUE
athletic programs joined the
Ohio Valley Conference as the
university
and
athletics
department transitioned to
Division I. Now, six years into
that partnership, the SIUE track
and field program leads the
OVC
to
the
NCAA
Championships meet, with three
athletes competing for top spots
in collegiate track and field.
Juniors Braxton Klavins,
J ata via Wright and La'Derrick
Ward will be competing at the
national
meet
starting
Wednesday, June 11 in Eugene,
Ore. Head Coach Eileen
McAllister said even before the
outcomes of the national meet,
this has been a season to
remember for the track and field
team and SIUE.
"This is really historic for
the program," McAllister said.
"It's great recognition for the
school,
for
the
athletic
department. We, at the West
round and the national meet, are
getting recognition. More and
more people know about SIUE

- or at least the teams are
asking - because it's getting
put in their face. This season
will be a big part of the history
of the program."
Sending three Cougars to
Oregon, SIUE has the most
athletes competing at the
national meet from an OVC
school. McAllister said the
athletes will represent the
conference and area when they
compete this week.
"With all this talk about
NCAA
changes
and
realignments, I always feel that
we want to represent the OVC,"
McAllister said. "We're cheering
on the other conference schools
now. At the conference meet,
when we face those schools,
forget about it. We want to beat
them. But at this point in the
season, you're cheering for the
OVC teams because it makes the
conference that much better. It
gives us a voice."
Although the team has
already accomplished a lot this
season, the athletes will not be
happy with just getting to the
national meet. McAllister said
she expects a top, 8 finish froqi
Klavins, Wright or Ward.

"To walk away with one AllAmerican would be a minimal
expectation, but I think all three
of these athletes are capable of
performing and competing at
the
All-American
level,"
McAllister said. "We expect to
get a first team All-American."
McAllister said with three
athletes competing at the meet,
it is not improbable that SIUE
will have a high finish as a team.
"It doesn't take too many
points there to really break into
the top 25 or top 50 teams, with
such
a
high
level
of
competition," McAllister said. "I
believe that is a realistic goal for
the team as a whole."
Ward has been one of the
most talked about athletes on
the team this season, at one
point having the longest jump in
the nation. McAllister said this,
along with his experience, will
put added pressure on him to
compete.
"If you look at rankings,
going into it, La'Derrick is
ranked the highest out of all of
them and has experience at the
national
meet
before,"
McAllister said. "In some ways,
expectations on him are higher.

He has performed at AllAmerican status before this
season."
In preparation for the
biggest meet of the year, the
three athletes have trained as
they normally would. McAllister
said there is little tweaking done
to the athletes' regimes.
"They basically have been
continuing to practice as they
normally would," McAllister
said. "We've been talking to
them a lot about strategy. Being
at the West round helped out a
lot because it exposed them to
some of the competition that
they'll face at the national meet,
too. For the most part, though,
you stay the course because you
have a training plan that they
got back at the beginning of the
year. You can obviously modify
it here and there, but you keep
doing what you've been doing."
After qualifying for the
NCAA
Outdoor
Championships, McAllister has
not had much time to sit down
and talk with her athletes. She
said instead of talking to them
on certain days, she and the
coaching staff have talked to the
athletes throughout the year to

help them accomplish their
goals.
"I haven't had a sit down
with them since the West
round," McAllister said. "Their
individual coaches have, but
we've had conversations all
season long about their ultimate
goals. Getting to this point was
their overall goal, but now
achieving All-American status is
their top goal."
Klavins, Wright and Ward
make up one of the first
recruiting classes SIUE has had
as a Division I program.
McAllister said their dedication
to the program makes her
proud.
"All of them had to sacrifice
some of their years," McAllister
said. "They took a leap of faith
in SIUE to come here and
sacrifice their early years of
Division I competition. Now,
they have a chance to compete
for the university at the highest
level."

Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@alesttelive.com or

650-3524.
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View from the sideline: Predictions for WC quarterfinals
BEN LEVIN
Sports Editor

The 2014 World Cup starts
Thursday, June 12 as Brazil will
take on Croatia. I've already
talked about how I think the
group stages will play out. Now
here is how I believe the
elimination stages will go from
the final eight, ending with one
team raising the golden trophy
at the end.
Game l: Brazil defeats Italy,
3-2
Although I'm excited to see
these two teams duke it out, I
wish this replay of the 1994 final
was later in the tournament.
Both Italy and Brazil have solid
teams that can hurt the
opposition from anywhere on
the pitch. They seem to be
equals. If this game were on a
neutral field, I would give the
more experienced Italian side
the victory, but the World Cup is
in Brazil. With the full support
of the crowd, the Brazilians
should be able to repeat their
1994 victory and move on to
semifinals of the tournament.
Unlike in the 1994 final, I
expect this game to end after 90
minutes, with a final score of 32. Both offenses are too
impressive to not produce goals.

With players like Neymar, Mario
Balotelli, Andrea Pirlo and
Oscar, expect this game to be a
battle of who can score more
goals, rather than who can stop
the most shots. While both
teams have top defenders, these
teams are made to score, and
score they shall.
Game 2: Germany defeats
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 30
Unlike the Brazil-Italy
game, this game should be easily
won by the Germans. They
boast a better team in both
experience and skill. With
arguably the best defense and
goalkeeper in the world, the
Germans will find this game to
be one of their easiest of the
tournament after getting out of
the "group of death." Getting to
the final eight stage of the
tournament will be a huge
accomplishment for Bosnia and
Herzegovina,
but
its
tournament will end there.
The goals in this game will
likely come from the young
German midfielders. Mario
Gotze should have a big game
for the Germans, tearing apart
the Bosnia and Herzegovina
defense with accurate passes and
powerful shots. In likely his last
World Cup, expect Miroslav

Uruguay forward Luis Suarez (9) waves to supporters at Old Trafford in
Manchester, England, before the start of a group round match against the
United Arab Emirates during the London 2012 Summer Olympics, Thursday,
July 26, 2012. Uruguay defeated the UAE, 2-1.
I Chuck Myers (MCT)

Klose to score a goal or two in
the game. He's played with
many of his national teammates
for a long time, and they know
how to get him the ball in
scoring positions.
Game 3: Uruguay defeats
Spain, 2-1
Another exciting match-up
in the quarterfinals will be when
Uruguay takes on defending
champion Spain. Unfortunately
for La Roja, this World Cup
won't end as happily as the last
one
did. •I
expect
the
Uruguayans to win this match
with the help of my favorite to
win the Golden Boot, Luis
Suarez.
Suarez
had
such
an
unbelievable season at Liverpool
this year, and despite his recent
injuries, should be good to go
come the start of the World
Cup. He seems to have cooled
down mentally, and now his
services are being courted by
Spanish giant Real Madrid.
Suarez will score against La
Roja, and almost every other
team Uruguay face. He has
become one of the best strikers
in the world.
Game 4: Portugal defeats
Argentina, 3-2
Without question, Cristiano
Ronaldo and Lionel Messi are
the two best players in the
world. They score goals. They
set up teammates. They play in
a manner that few before them
had and few after them will. The
world has seen these two go
against each other at the club
level, and now fans globally will
get to witness their greatness at
the biggest stage . That is, of
course, if they aren't injured.
It sounds like both players
will be healthy for the World
Cup, and that means this match
could be one of the most
intriguing games of all time.
Although Messi and Ronaldo
will be the center focus of this
match, both of their teams are
extremely talented.
At the forward positions,
Argentina is
better than
Portugal, but Portugal is better
in every other area of the field.
There will be too much pressure
on Messi~nd Sergio Aguero to
score
goals
against
the
experienced Portugal defense for
them to pull out a victory.
Although the duo will score
goals, it won't be enough to
stop Portugal from advancing.
Semifinal
l:
Germany
defeats Brazil , 1-1
(4 -2
Germany in penalty kic ks)
Both Germany and Brazil
have special teams, and on paper
this should be an exciting game,
but expect it to be a methodical
battle of defensive play. The
Brazilians won't want to be

Germany forwa rd Miroslav Klose (11) flashes a thumbs up to a teammate
during a n international friendly against the USA national team at RFK Stadium
in Washington, D.C ., Sunday, June 2, 2013.
IChuck Myers (MCT)

eliminated from the tournament
and should struggle to score
against the German defense.
Germany will play cautiously
and rely on the back four to
keep the game close.
When the game gets past
the
90-minute
regulation,
Germany will have the upper
hand. The team is more
experienced and has players who
have played under pressure
multiple times. Along with chat,
N euer knows how to win games
in overtime and gets into players
brains in penalties.
After a long game, I predict
the Germans will advance to the
finals because when they play
extra minutes, they never seem
to lose.
Semifinal 2: Uruguay defeats
Portugal, 4-2
It's hard to explain why I
feel Uruguay will win this game,
but I think it's most likely
because I've seen them make
special runs in the World Cup
recently, and Portugal has
underperformed.
Suarez and Edison Cavani
are a better duo than Ronaldo
and Helder Postiga up top, and
the Uruguay midfield has a lot
of talent that I just don't see in

the Portugal midfield.
Expect this game to be
much more enthralling than the
other semifinal game, as the
crowd will be split between fans
of two South American teams.
Final:
Germany
d efeats
Uruguay, 2-0
A European team has never
won the World Cup on South
American soil. That is before
this year. I fully expect the
Germans to come out hoisting
the FIFA World Cup Trophy.
The team's defense is the
best in the world. They have a
skillful midfield and experienced
attackers. Neuer is arguably the
best goalkeeper in the world and
h~s won the Champions League
with club team Bayern Munich.
In fact, players at all positions
have won with Bayern Munich.
These guys know how to win,
and that familiarity will lead
them ~o victory.
Expect the German defense
to end the tournament on a high
note in this game. They will
show their skills in the last
match of the tournament.
Ben Levin can be reached at
blevin@olestlelive.com or

650-3524.
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HELP WANTED
Part-Time Typist: send resume and
cover letter to oceanvoyage@ymail.com

Place your classifiedad at a
time convenient for you using
our easy, secure online
interfaceat:
alestlelive.com/classifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10-word minimum for all ads.
20 cents aword 1-2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents aword 3-4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents aword 5-19 insertions, per insertion
17 cents aword 20+ insertions, per insertion

Deadlines:
By noon Friday for Tuesday issue
or noon Monday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

l'LL QUIT SMOKING
When my
friends do

When I don't
have to study
When it affects

Except when
I go to parties/bars

my health

If not now, when?

Cougars don't let tobacco companies
•II keep you hooked for a /ifetimel

. , , . Call now for FREE help quiting.
1-866-QUIT-'IESIWVIW.quityes.org

MC)(D:=:::~
Promoting Health

f'o.llou,_ w on T~
@TH EAL ESTLE

G}lfiT_
~l'NE
Wli"'re O,,illen Alwr,,-~ Wini

10.97 Acres+/- in a Fantastic Location at the end of St. Louis St.! Incredible opportunity to own o
prime piece of Edwardsville land. located on New Poag Rood between N. University Drive and the Goshen
Bike Trail, this wooded tract of land offers multiple possibilities for development, recreation, and/or a
customhome site (s). Convenient~ situated within 1.5 miles of the heart of downtown Edwardsville and
within4miles of 1-255. Wildlife abounds and acreek borders the south ~de of the property.
Tem'6 tnl Conaro'6 Apply, go onh,e or rol fa detois. OPENING BIO WIU BE $275,000. looM heir, he~ 111 Brad Lavrte aro Stnl., llods.
Tarrant & Harman Office (618) 433-9436
Email. ,nfo@tnrrontondhnrmon com

Address 3644 Fosterburg Rd // Altou. ll 62002

WWW.TARR ANT AND HARMAN . COM

